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occupying most of the northern portion and the northward
and southward peninsulas The mam divide runs down the
north centre of the island and is known variously as the
Nassau Mountains in Dutch New Guinea and as the Victor
Emmanuel Bismarck and Owen Stanley Ranges in the
Mandated Territory and Papua The greatest heights are
reached in the Nassau Mountains but Mounts Blucher
Scratchley and Victoria are aE over 13000 feet Another
main chain extends eastwards along the north coast from
Dutch New Guinea and the different ranges have individual
names for example the Torncelh Range and the Hahl
Range
The deltaic plains of the south side contrast with this
mountain region The largest nvers in the island are found
in the southern division and here they form the main high
ways The fly River flowing into the Gulf of Papua drains
the greatest basin and is navigable for small boats for more
than 500 miles Other nvers of importance in the southern
lowlands are the Turama and the Ptnan and ail eater the
Gkrff of Papua by extensive deltas. Qa the north side of the
island there are several splendid streams such as the Sep*k
and the Ramu flowing through extremely rugged country
which everywhere extends almost to the coast There is
usually a sudden drop to a narrow swampy coastal plain
some 50 miles in width Owing to the more mountainous
nature of the northern part of the island it is even less
developed and explored than the south On the other hand
much of the lowland along the coasts and in the lower river
valleys both in the north and south is too swampy for
cultivation Further these swamp areas are particularly
dangerous to Europeans and malaria is prevalent all over
the island up to heights of 2 000 feet The good land exists
in patches—on well drained alluvium along the coast and ou

